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ABSTRACT 

Single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) is a nuclear

medicine imaging technique that has been shown to provide clinically 

useful images of radionuclide distributions within the body. The problem 

of quantitative determination of tomographic activity images from a 

projection data set leads to a mathematical inverse problem which is 

formulated as an integral equation. The solution of this problem then 

depends on an accurate mathematical model as well as a reliable and 

efficient inversion algorithm. The effects of attenuation and Compton 

scatter within the body have been incorporated into the model in the 

hopes of providing a more physically realistic mathematical model. 

The attenuated Radon transform is the mathematical basis of 

SPECT. In this work the case of constant attenuation is reviewed and a 

new proof of the Tretiak-Metz algorithm is presented. A space-domain 

version of the inverse attenuated Radon transform is derived. A special 

case of this. transform that is applicable when the object is 

rotationally symmetric, the attenuated Abel transform is derived, and 

its inverse is found. A numerical algorithm for the implementation of 

the inverse attenuated Radon transform with constant attenuation is 

described and computer simulations are performed to demonstrate the 

results of the inversion procedure. 

With the use of the single-scatter approximation and an energy

windowed detector, the effects of Compton scatter are incorporated into 
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the model. The data is then taken to be the sum of primary photons and 

single-scattered photons. The scatttered photons are modeled by a 

scatter operator acting on the original activity distribution within the 

object where the operator consists of convolution with a given analytic 

kernel fO'llowed by a boundary cut-off operation. A solution is given by 

first applying the inverse attenuated Radon transform to the data set. 

This leads to a Fredholm integral equation to which a Neumann series 

solution is constucted. Again simulations are performed to validate the 

accuracy of the assumptions within the model as well as to numerically 

demonstrate the reconstruction procedure. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The goal of any radio1,ogica1 imaging technique is to produce a 

spatial map of a parameter of interest within the body. A wide variety 

of methods have been developed to provide images of structural or 

functional information about the body. These methods, if categorized by 

the radiation source, may be considered as x-ray, nuclear-medicine, or 

ultrasound techniques. Each of these imaging forms involves a radiation 

source, an imaging system, and a data set •. An understanding of each of 

these elements of the process is crucial to providing a truly 

quantitative map of the parameter of interest. The source may be an 

external x-ray or ultrasound source or an internal distribution of 

radioactivity. The imaging system is dependent on the type of source 

that is chosen. The data, as output by the detector, are then 

determined by the source as well as the imaging system. Thus the data 

may consist of an actual image of the desired parameter and require no 

processing, or it may be related to the distribution of interest in some 

complicated way, in which case processing of the data is necessary 

before arriving at a true representation of the desired parameter. 

Nevertheless an understanding of the source, the data set and the 

imaging system that ties them together is necessary in order to produce 

images that quantitatively represent the actual object. Thus an 

accurate mathematical model of the data set and the process of its 

I 
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formation is important if any sort of processing is to occur. A 

mathematical inverse problem is then formulated by this model; given a 

set of data and its relationship to an unknown function, determine that 

unknown function. This inverse problem leads to the development of 

algorithms for the reconstruction of the unknown object from the given 

data set. The algorithm is critically dependent on the assumptions 

concerning the source and the imaging system that are built into the 

mathematical model. The production of a truly quantitative map of the 

parameter of interest then depends not only on the reconstruction 

technique, but also on the ability of the model to mimic the physical 

phenomena at work. The generality and complexity of this model of the 

image formation process usually corresponds directly to the mathematical 

difficulty involved in the inversion procedure. Thus the study of any 

image reconstruction technique involves the formulation of a model, the 

development of an inversion algorithm, and an analytic and/or numerical 

evaluation of both the model and the algorithm. 

Nuclear-medicine imaging involves the determination of the 

function of an organ or system of the body. In this procedure, the 

patient is administered a pharmaceutical that has been radioactively 

labeled. Through normal or pathological physiological processes, the 

isotope distributes itself within the body. A description of the 

quantitative level of uptake of the radiopharmaceutical is the goal of 

nuclear-medicine imaging. In conventional nuclear medicine, an image is 

formed by placing a ~ead aperture, often a pinhole plate or collimator, 

in front of a position-sensitive detector. Since it is not possible to 

"bend" high-energy radiation, this aperture acts as the image-forming 



element of the detection system. The collimator consists of long thin 

bores and is used to selectively block out photons so that only those 

given off along a straight line of sight of the detector will be 

recorded. The detector is traditionally a scintillation camera (Anger 

1958). It consists of a crystal adjacent to an array of photomultiplier 

tubes (PMT) which in turn are often connected to analog-to-digital 

electronics. The incoming gamma ray strikes the crystal which converts 

the gamma ray into a shower of low-energy photons. The low-energy 

photons are detected by the PMT's and converted into electronic signals. 

The position of the original photon is then estimated based on the 

relative strengths of the output signals of the PMT's. Thus an image 

can be built up whose intensity is directly proportional to the 

concentration of the radioactive distribution within the body. A region 

of low uptake, such as a tumor, in the organ would result in a low 

intensity region in the image. Nuclear-medicine imaging then provides a 

quantitative measure of the function of the body. Regions of normal 

activity can often be clearly differentiated from those with excessively 

high or low activity, thus indicating the absence or presence of disease. 

Notice, however, that with this sort of nuclear-medicine imaging, the 

image is formed by essentially projecting the three-dimensional (3-D) 

distribution onto a two-dimensional (2-D) 'plane. No processing of the 

data is required in order to construct an image, but all depth 

information, in the direction perpendicular to the detector, is lost. 

Transmission-computed tomography (TCT) is an x-ray imaging 

technique in which an externally generated x-ray beam is passed through 

the body. The intensity of the beam after it travels through the body 

3 



is measured at the detector. The beam is assumed to be finely 

collimated so that the detector measures line integrals of the 

attenuation coefficient of the medium. The source-detector combination 

is then rotated around the body to collect data at many angular 

increments. Unlike conventional x-ray or nuclear-medicine imaging which 

projects a 3-D object onto a 2-D surface, the goal of TCT is to produce 

a map of a single 2-D slice, or a series of slices, of the attenuation 

distribution. 

In 1917, Radon presented the mathematical framework which was 

later to become the basis of the revolutionary imaging technique - TCT. 

The full set of line integrals for all possible paths contained in a 2-D 

slice of an object is known as the Radon transform of the attenuation 

coefficient. The reconstruction of an image of the attenuation 

coefficient from the line integral data set is then an implementation of 

the inverse Radon transform. Although the mathematical theory of 

reconstruction from line integrals was given by Radon it was not until 

1970 that the first clinical TCT system made use of this mathematical 

formalism (Hounsfie1d 1970). TCT, and its connection with the Radon 

transform, is now thoroughly understood. The achievable resolution and 

the three-dimensional information that is gained result in a superb 

imaging modality. Nevertheless, TCT produces a map that is anatomical 

in nature and thus unable to convey much functional information. For a 

complete review of this technique and the underlying theory see Barrett 

(1983), Herman (1980), and Deans (1983). 

Emission-computed tomography (ECT) has recently become a 

clinically important imaging technique. Its usefulness lies in the fact 

4 



that it is a hybrid method that combines nuclear-medicine imaging with 

computed tomography. As in any nuclear-medicine procedure, the 

radiation source is inside the body and the task is to describe the 

location and intensity of emitted photons. Ho,~ever, unlike other 

nuclear-medicine methods, it provides a tomographic representation of 

this activity distribution. We seek a series of images representing 

slices of the isotope uptake within the body. Thus the biological 

objective of ECT is quite different from that of TCT. Work in this area 

was first reported by Kuhl and Edwards (1963). 

There are two types of ECT, specified by the nature of the 

isotope, used. Because of the high resolution that is obtained with 

positron-emission tomography (PET), emitters such as nC, uN and 150 have 

recently become quite fashionable. However, since the half-life of 

these radionuclides is very short, their use is limited by the necessity 

of a cyclotron within close proximity. In PET, the isotope emits a 

positron that annihilates with an electron to produce two gamma rays 

that travel in nearly opposite directions. Any two gamma rays that are 

detected in coincidence contribute to the data set; others are rejected. 

Although the physical processes occurring in PET vary from those of TCT, 

the mathematics involved can be shown to be completely analogous to 

that of TCT. Thus the Radon transform is well-suited for the PE'l;' 

inversion problem. 

5 

The second category of ECT radionuclides are gamma-ray emitters. 

These isotopes emit a single gamma ray at each decay event. The photon 

travels through the attenuating medium of the body and is subsequently 

detected. In single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), a 
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scintillation camera is usually employed as the detector. There is a 

lead collimator placed in front of the detector sn that only photons 

emitted within a thin pencil-like region will be detected. If there were 

no attenu~tion of the radiation in the body the detector would measure 

line integrals of the activity distribution within the body. As in TCT, 

the detector is then rotated around the object to collect a complete 

data set. Reconstruction of the data would then proceed using the Radon 

transform. Notice however, that there is some finite probability that 

the emitted photon will be absorbed in or scattered by the attenuating 

medium. Hence the mathematical model used in TCT, which leads to the 

Radon transform, is not adequate for SPECT. A new mathematical 

framework known as the attenuated Radon transform (Gullberg 1979) has 

been developed to incorporate the more general attenuation model. 

The goal of this dissertation is to provide a valid model of 

SPECT. An inversion problem is formulated from first principles and 

analytic techniques are used to derive solutions to it. The validity of 

the mathematical model and the assumptions contained within it are 

discussed and numerically analyzed. Chapter 2 presents all of the 

necessary background for the understanding of SPECT. The interaction of 

high-energy photons with matter is discussed as well as the fundamentals 

of TCT and the Radon transform. A model of the SPECT process that 

incorporates exponential attenuation is derived. Chapter 3 begins with a 

discussion of the difficulty of the SPECT inversion problem in the 

presence of a inhomogeneous attenuation medium. We proceed to reduce 

the complexity of the model by assuming constant attenuation throughout 

the body. The inverse attenuated Radon transform, in the constant-
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attenuation case, is given. The attenuated Abel transform and its 

inverse are presented as well. Numerical simulations of the results of 

Chapter 3 are presented in Chapter 4. The assumptions of constant 

atten~ation throughout the body and no noise in the data are analyzed to 

determine the robustness of the model. Chapter 5 allows for the 

incorporation of Compton scatter into the SPECT model. The scatter 

process is discussed and a model of the data that includes single

scattered photons is derived. A solution to the inversion problem in 

this case is shown to exist and be unique. A Neumann series provides an 

algorithm for determining this solution. Numerical studies are 

performed in Chapter 6 to demonstrate that scatter correction is 

possible with the algorithms developed. Chapter 7 concludes this work 

with a summary of the model and the reconstuction techniques involved in 

SPECT. 



CHAPTER 2 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPECT MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

The goal of this dissertation is to determine a suitable 

mathematical model of single photon emission computed tomography and to 

present a thorough study of that modeL This chapter lays the 

foundations of SPECT by discussing the relevant physics upon which the 

model is based as well as the underlying mathematical techniques of 

computed tomographic imaging. l~ith these preliminaries the model, which 

incorporates attenuation, is well formulated. 

Interactions of Photons with Matter 

When a beam of radiation, x-rays or gamma, rays, travels through 

.. 
body tissue, the photons interact with the electrons of the medium in 

four distinct ways: the photoelectric process, Co~pton scattering, 

coherent scattering and pair production. These interactions result in a 

net decrease in the number of x-ray or y-ray photons present in the beam 

as it penetrates the attenuator. This change in the number of 

unscattered or primary photons passing through an absorbing medium is 

negatively proportional to the number of unscattered photons traversing 

the medium. For a distance x, and a homogeneous absorbing medium 

characterized by a linear attenuation coefficient P, this relationship is 

given mathematically by 

8 



d~ = -lJ~ , dx 

9 

where ~, the photon fluence (photons per square centimeter), is the total 

number of unscattered photons at x. Note that this expression is true 

only in the presence of a monochromatic x-ray beam or a distinct single 

energy y-ray source. The solution of this differential equation gives 

Beer's law: 

where ~o represents the number of primary photons at x = O. 

Alternatively we may derive this equation by considering ~ as the number 

of photons penetrating a thin slab of material of thickness dx and ~o as 

the number of photons in the beam in the absence of the attenuating 

medium. In general, this attenuating medium is nonhomogeneous and 

varies with position, so we write lJ = lJ(x), giving 

• = .0 exp[ -1: p(x') dX] · (2.1) 

The linear attenuation coefficient lJ (with dimensions of inverse 

distance) characterizes the absorption and scattering properties of the 

medium. It measures the fraction of photons removed from the incident 

beam per length of absorber. Alternatively, if we describe the 

attenuating medium by a volume density, n (per cubic centimeter), of 
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attenuating particles, each of which presents a cross-sectional area a 

to the beam, we have p = an.. The four mechanisms of interaction within 

the attenuating medium combine such that the linear attenuation 

coefficient may be written as 

where ppe, pC, pPP, and pCo represent the com ponen ts of p due to the 

photoelectric p~ocess, Compton scattering, pair production, and coherent 

scattering, respectively. However, we shall be concerned only with 

photons with energies E such that 10 kev < E < 1 MeV. Because coherent 

scattering is negligible in this energy range and pair production 

requires E ~ 1.02 ~eV we c.an neglect both of these effects. Fig 2.1 

shows, as a function of atomic number, the relative importance of the 

various attenuation processes. Thus p = ppe + pc is a valid 

approximation for SPECT imaging purposes. 

Photoelectric absorption is the dominant attenuating mechanism 

in soft tissue for energies less than 50 kev. In this event, the photon 

interacts with an absorbing atom, ejects an electron from an inner 

shell, and absorbs the total photon energy. It has been established 

experimentally that 

kp Zit 
= TEo' 

where k is a constant that depends on the shell involved, Eo is the 
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incident photon energy, and p, A, and Z are the density, atomic weight, 

and atomic number, respectively, of the material. 

The Compton scatter process is the dominant gamma-ray 

interaction in tissue in the energy range 60 keV < E < 1 MeV. Compton 

scattering is a process in which the incoming photon collides with a free 

electron and is scattered through an angle w while giving up some of its 

energy to the recoil electron. The energy E' of the scattered photon 

can be related to the scattering angle and the incident energy E0 by 

1 1 
E' - Eo 

1 
moc2 (1 - cosw) , (2.2) 

where m0c2 = 511 keV. Fig. 2.2 shows a graph of the amount of energy 

retained by the photon as a function of the incident photon energy and 

the scattering angle. In typical diagnostic x-ray and gamma-ray 

energies, the scattered photon retains most of the energy. 

The total probability that an incoming photon will undergo a 

Compton event is determined by the Compton collision cross section oc. 

The fraction of photons scattered in length dl into the solid angle dn 

is then n·doc·dl. The function [doC/dn]w represents the differential 

collision cross section per unit solid angle n and scatter angle W· 

Therefore oc and [dcrC/dn]w are related by 

(2.3a) 
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The expression for the differential collision cross section was first 

given by Klein and Nishina (1929): 

[dOC] 
dO IjJ 

= r~[ aZ(l - cosl\l)Z J[ (1 + coszljJ) ] 
"2 1 + (1 + cos 21jJ)(1 - a(l - cos 1jJ» (1 + a(1 - cos $»2 (2.3b) 

where the classical electron radius ro == eZ/(mocZ) = 2.818 x 10- 13cm and 

a = Eo/mocz• Fig. 2.3 depicts this relationship between the differential 

collision cross section and the photon scattering angle for different 

incident energies. 

Transmission Computed Tomography 

In 1917 Johann Radon studied the mapping, and its inverse, 

defined by the line integral of a function along all possible lines in 

the plane. The Radon transform is now the mathematical basis of 

computed tomography. By passing an x-ray beam through an object, or in 

particular the human body, one measures the line integral of the 

attenuation coefficient. This is just Beer's law, Eq. (2.1). A complete 

set of line integrals composed of all possible straight-line paths 

through a 2-D slice of the object is called the Radon transform of the 

attenuation coefficient. Given a full set of line integrals, the problem 

of interest is to reconstruct the original attenuation distribution 

thereby producing a 2-D image of the object. The reconstruction 

procedure is simply an implementation of the inverse Radon transform. 

For medical purposes, the object ~o be imaged is the human body. 

An external x-ray source transmits a beam through the body, and the 
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attenuated beam which arrives at the other side is measured. The x-ray 

source and detector are moved around the body to acquire a complete 

data set. Because the x-ray beam travels essentially in a straight line, 

the data may be thought of as a set of 1-D projections of a particular 

2-D slice through the object. 

In general' we note that the Radon transform may be defined as 

an m-dimensional mapping, where the integration is then over 

(m-1)-dimensional hyperplanes. The case of m = 3 is also of particular 

practical interest, but in this work we shall restrict our discussion to 

the case m = 2. In so doing we consider only single 2-D slices through 

a 3-D object. A 3-D representation of the object can then be built up by 

considering a series of stacked 2-D tomograms. 

We represent a general object by a 2-D function J.I(r), where 

r = (x,y) is a vector in R2 and J.I is assumed to be continuous and have 

compact support on R2. Then, with two parameters, we may specify a line 

of integration through this object. We use the angle , between the line 

and the y axis, and p, its perpendicular distance from the origin, or we 

may also use p and Ii, the unit vector which is normal to the line as 

shown in Fig. 2.4. We then define the projection A(p,,) of J.I(r) to be the 

integral along the line p = r·n: 

(2.4) 

The delta function in this expression is 1-D and has the effect of 
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reducing the integral over the plane to an integral along the line 

p = rene Equation (2.4) is known as the Radon transform so we write 

).(p,~) =&!{l1(r)} , 

where &l is the Radon transform operator. The function 11 is assumed to 

be defined and have compact support on some domain n of R2. The Radon 

transform, then, maps functions 11 into functions ). defined on the set 

T £ Rl x [O,2n). However, notice from Fig. 2.4 that the value of ). is 

the same at (p,~) and (-p,~+n). Thus the range of the Radon operator 

can be restricted to R+ x [O,2n) or alternatively Rl x [O,n). The 

acquistion of a complete data set then requires the detector to rotate 

only over a half-circle provided p varies over the range _m < p < m. 

The inverse Radon transform may be deduced by several methods 

but we shall use the following result known as the central-slice 

theorem. Consider the projection set ).(p,~) and its 1-D Fourier transform 

with respect to the p variable A(\I,~) , i.e., 

A(v,t) = J~. A(p,t) e-2• ivp dp • (2.5) 

Then, from the fundamental definition of the Radon transform, Eq. (2.4), 

we have 
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A(v •• ) = L. e-2dpv ~R' per) &(p - r'H) dr] dp • 

(2.6) 

If p represents the two-dimehsional frequency vector, in polar 

coordinates p = (p,e p)' then the 2-D Fourier transform of ~ is denoted by 

M(P,6 p ). Thus Eq. (2.6) can be rewritten as 

A(v,~) = M(p)l p=v6 

(2.7) 

Alternatively, this equation may be written using operator notation as 

where Fm is the m-dimensional Fourier operator. 

This important result shows that the 1-D Fourier transform of a 

projection of a 2-D function is directly one line through the 2-D Fourier 

transform of the function itself. In effect, by considering transformed 

projections at varying angles ~, the entire 2-D frequency plane can be 

sampled on a set of lines passing through the origin. 

If all of frequency space is sampled in this way, Eq. (2.7) can 

be inverted to obtain ~(r). Notice that the domain RZ ~ {O<p<m, O<e p<2n} 

is equivalent to {-m<p<m, o<ep<n}. Thus an alternative form of the 2-D 

inverse Fourier transform is 
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We now let p = \) and 6 p = ~ as prescribed by Eq. (2.5), giving 

(2.8) 

Because A is easily computable from A, this is a valid frequency-domain 

version of the inverse Radon transform. The space-domain representation 

is directly obtainable from Eq. (2.8) by writing 

The inner integral is recognized as the inverse l-D Fourier transform of 

A( \),~) I \) I • Thus, if we denote the m-dimensional inverse Fourier 

transform as Fil, the application of the convolution theorem of Fourier 

analysis gives 

Fil{A(\).~)I\)I} = Fil{A(\),~)} * Fi1{1\)1} , 

= A(p,~) * h(p) , 

where * denotes l-D convolution with respect to the variable p, and 
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J
2n 

per) = p.(p,~) * h(p)] .... d~ 
p=r·n o 

All that remains is the explicit form of h(p). 

The function h(p) = Fi1{lvl} has been shown (Lighthill 1962), to 

exist only in the distributional sense and therefore must be intepreted 

as a pseudo-function (pf): 

1 d 1 
2n2 pf dpp (2.9) 

To understand this relation we introduce the following formalism. Let 

Sex) be a test function on Rl, i.e., Sex) £ CCII(Rl) and Sex) has compact 

support on Rl. Then the pseudo-function l/x is defined as the 

distribution 

<pf .! , S > lim ~ -£ S~x) dx + [ 
Sex) dx] x £+0 -CII 

X 

= P~ ~. S~x) dx] 

where P denotes Cauchy principal value. It follows then that the 

distributional derivative of pf l/x is given by 



d 1 
<pf dx x ' S > = lim 

£+0 [J
-£ ~ 1 S(x) dx 

dx x 
-CD 

! ! S(x) dX] 

= lim [-J-£ S'~x) dx - J- s'~x) J 
£+0 -CD £ J 

dx] 
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Using this representation of h(p) in the above inversion expression gives 

Jl(r) = 1 
[ p[ A(p,+) • ~ l ] d~ 21(1 dp p p=r.u 

= 1 r p[ dA(p,+) • 1J A d+ • (2.10) 21(2 o dp p p=r·n 

which is an explicit space-domain version of the inverse Radon transform. 

A method for implementing the reconstruction expression above is 

now indicated in both the space and frequency domains. Equation (2.8) 

dictates that the projections A(p,~) are first to be Fourier transformed 

with respect to the p variable. These transformed projections are then 

multiplied by the frequency filter I vi and this resulting product is 

inverse Fourier transformed. The next operation is the mathematical 

evaluation of this 1D function at the value p = rouo Geometrically, this 

procedure amounts to ascribing that particular value to every point 

along the line p = r·u, which is the original line of projection. For 
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this reason this operation is commonly known as backprojection. The 

final step in the reconstruction procedure is the summing of the result 

over all projection directions, i.e., 0 ~ ~ < n. A space-domain 

implementation of the inverse Radon transform is analogous to that 

described above except that here the filtering is carried out without 

transforming to Fourier space. The raw projections are convolved 

directly with the function h(p) before undergoing iJackprojection and 

summation. 

As a final note on the implementation of these algorithms, let 

us reconsider the filtering step. Notice that the Fourier-domain filter 

calls for a boosting of the frequencies with a weight that increases 

with frequency. But because noise tends to have a high-frequency 

structure, it also will be greatly amplified by this process. Thus any 

practical implementation of the algorithm incorporates a roll-off or 

apodization of the filter by multiplying the original filter H by an 

apodizing function A. A wide variety of forms have been proposed for A, 

ranging from a sharp cut-off to a gently sloping Gaussian (Ramachandran 

and Lakshminarayanan 1971, Shepp and Logan 1974). Since the 

corresponding space-domain version of the filter determines the point 

spread function (psf) of the reconstruction procedure, those filters that 

result in a psf which more closely approximates a delta function will 

produce higher spatial resolution, but, at the same time, will tend to 

amplify any noise in the data. Thus the choice of filter is specified by 

a criterion for simultaneously maximizing resolution and minimizing noise 

artifacts. 
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There are other methods for reconstruction from projections. 

The problem may be posed as a system of linear equations where the 

dimension of the matrix is quite large, of order 100,000. Then any 

number of iterative solution methods may be employed, such as algebraic 

reconstruction technique (Herman, Lent and Rowland 1973), simultaneous 

iterative reconstruction technique (Gilbert 1972), or iterative least 

squares technique (Goitein 1972). The EM (expectation maximization) 

algorithm is also an iterative reconstruction technique but it differs in 

that it finds the maximum likelihood estimate of the object. See Shepp 

and Vardi (1982). Yet another useful method for reconstructing the 

original object involves expanding the projections in circular harmonics 

and then relating the known projection coefficients to the coefficients 

of the expanded object. This method is referred to as the Cormack 

transform (Cormack 1963, 1964; Hawkins 1982). 

In principle, the inverse Radon transform provides an exact 

analytic reconstruction whereas most other algorithms provide estimates 

of the original object. But because of the effects of noise, data 

sampling, equipment limitations and the other practical considerations, 

even a direct implementation of the inverse Radon transform will not 

yield an exact representation of the object in the clinic. However we 

shall be concerned primarily with the mathematics of the reconstruction 

and shall therefore neglect these real-world limitations. 

The Abel transform is a special case of the Radon transform that 

is applicable when the function Jl(r) is rotationally symmetric. In this 

case, }.l(r) = f(r) is independent of the angle a, so all projection 
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directions are equivalent and we need only consider the case of 

~ parallel to the x-axis. Then Eq. (2.4) becomes 

A(x) =9rlf(r)1 = J~.f(r).dY 

(2.11) 

where x 2 + y2 = r2. This expression is recognized as one form of the 

Abel transform. The inverse Abel transform, derivable by standard 

transform methods, is 

fer) = -~ 1: dx (r>O), (2.12) 

where A '(x) = dA(x)/dx • 

Emission Computed Tomography 

Emission computed tomography (ECT) is a medical imaging 

procedure which combines the advantages of tomographic imaging with 

those of nuclear-medicine imaging. As in any nuclear-medicine procedure, 

the patient is administered a radiopharmaceutical that locates 

preferentially within a specific organ or area of the body. The 

activity, which provides a measure of the strength of the source, is 

defined to be the total number of nuclear disintegrations per unit time. 



The Curie (Ci), 3.7 x 1010 dis/sec , is the widely accepted unit of 

activity. The goal of ECT is to produce a map of the uptake of that 

substance; this map of activity may be presented as 2-D plane. image. 

Recall that x-ray CT determine~ the distribution of attenuation 

coefficients and hence an anatomical map, while ECT produces a 

functional or physiological map. For· a review of the clinical 

applications of PET and SPECT see Ell and Holman (1982). 

Positron Emission Tomography 

The decay process in PET involves the emission of a positron. 
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Within millimeters of the decaying nucleus, the positron annihilates with 

an electron, producing two gamma rays each having an energy of 511 keV 

and traveling in nearly opposite directions. Events are recorded if two 

opposing detectors detect the photons in coincidence. The probability 

that both photons will escape despite the presence of a homogeneous 

attenuating medium between the annihilation location and the detector is 

where 11 and 12 are the path lengths in the medium of the concident 

photons. If L is the total length of the attenuator then L = 11 + 11 , 

which is a known quantity if the object boundaries are known, and 

-ilL Pesc = e .. 

Therefore by dividing the count rate by this probability we can 
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adequately compensate for the attenuation losses within the absorbing 

medium. The reconstruction may then proceed using any of the algorithms 

mentioned above for transmission computed tomography. 

Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography 

SPECT is concerned with the imaging of gamma rays emitted within 

the body. Unlike PET, there is only a single photon emitted during each 

decay event. It is these gamma rays that are counted at the detector 

and constitute the primary data set. As in x-ray computed tomography, a 

detector is located outside the body and then scanned around the 

patient, collecting data at equal angular increments. However, in SPECT 

the detector is finely collimated so that only radiation given off within 

a thin pencil-like region will reach the detector. See Fig. 2.5. The 

count rate at the detector constitutes the data set. In order to use 

these data to reconstruct a final image of the activity concentration, it 

is necessary to first understand and then model the data set. 

The count rate at the detector is known to be specified by the 

convolution of the activity distribution with the point spread function 

of the imaging system (Barrett and Swindell 1981). The imaging system 

in SPECT consists of a scintillation camera detector in combination with 

an aperture. Because the system is assumed to be linear and shift

invariant, the overall psf of the system is given by the convolution of 

the detector psf with the aperture psf. Since we are primarily 

interested in the analytic nature of the mathematics of SPECT, for this 

discussion we shall assume an ideal detector characterized by perfect 

efficiency, spatial resolution and energy discrimination. Because of 
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this, the detector psf is modeled as a delta function and makes no 

significant contribution to the system psf. The parallel-hole collimator 

1s a commonly used aperture 1n SPECT and for that reason will be 

assumed in this discusssion. The detector or data-space coordinates are 

designated by (x',y',z), where the detector rotates about the object in 

the x'-y' plane and the bores of the collimator are taken to be parallel 

to the y' axis. The point spread function of the collimator is very 

narrow in the x'-z plane provided the bores of the collimator are long 

and thin. Therefore we can write 

p(x' ,y' ,z) := 6(x' )6(z) J p(x' ,y' ,z) dx' dz , 
R2 

which is just a suitably normalized two-dimensional delta function in the 

x' and z direction. Barrett and Swindell (1981) have shown that under 

suitable assumptions, the weight of the delta function is dependent upon 

the length and diameter of the collimator bores but is independent of 

(x',y',z) and so may be regarded as a constant K. Thus we have 

psf(x' ,y' ,z) = K 6(x') 6(z) • 

Hence the count rate, CR, is 

CR = psf(x' ,y' ,z) ••• fdx' ,y' ,z) I y'=O 

= K 6(x') 6(z) ••• fr(x' ,y' ,z) 
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= K J fr(x' ,y' ,z) dy' 
Rl 

(2.13) 

where fr is the activity distribution given in the rotated coordinates. 

As in x-ray CT, the integral above is just the line integral of a 

function. However, with SPECT the function represents not the 

attenuation coefficients but the activity distribution within the body. 

Again we supress the z dependence because we are concerned only with 

reconstructing a single plane. By rewriting Eq. (2.13) in the object or 

r coordina te system, we have x = x'cOScjl + y'sincjl and 

y = -x'sincjl + y'cOScjl, fr(x' ,y') = f(x,y), p = x', and the line of 

integration becomes p = r'n, yielding the familiar result, 

CR = K J fer) 6(p - r'n) dr 
R2 

Of course, this derivation of the count rate has neglected the 

important considerations of attenuation and Compton scattering within 

the body. These assumptions are not valid for the gamma-ray energies 

often used in SPECT so, as a first step towards a more realistic model, 

an attenuation weighting factor must be incorporated into the 

mathematical model. The probability that a photon emitted at r will 

reach the detector is given by 



where p is the space-dependent linear attenuation coefficient and 1 is 

the line between the point r' and the detector location D. Notice that 

this p is the same distribution that is determined in x-ray computed 

tomography. We can now write the projection data set for SPECT as 
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A(p,~) = J f(r) a(r;~) 6(p - r·6) dr, 
R2 

(2.14) 

Recall that r is the Cartesian representation of the object and (p,~) is 

the polar coordinate system in the data space. 

The projections A(p,~) are seen to be exponentially weighted 

line integrals of the activity distribution. Notice that these 

projections must be measured over a full 2n radians to accumulate a 

complete data set because, unlike TCT, A(p,~) 1: A(-p,~+n) due to the 

attenuation factor. Therefore, as in TCT, we shall assume that the 

functions p and f have compact support on the domain n E R2, whereas 

now, with ECT, the data A is defined on Rl x (O,2n). Thus A(p,~) depends 

on two independent 2-D functions f(r) and p(r). We seek to reconstruct 

f(r) and therefore shall make the assumption that p(r) is a known 

function on n. This attenuation distribution may be determined by a 

previous x-ray CT scan, by using a phantom or by assuming it to be 

constant. We note however, that Natterer (1981) and Censor et ale (1979) 
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have considered the case where both f and p are assumed unknown. The 

simultaneous estimation of both functions is then required, leading to a 

problem that is far from tractable. 



CHAPTER 3 

THE ATTENUATED RADON TRANSFORM 

The attenuated Radon transform is the mathematical foundation of 

single-photon emission computed tomography. Ideally, one would seek the 

inverse transform, which would then provide complete knowledge of the 

original activity distribution. However, for nonhomogenous attenuation 

within the body, the inversion problem is a difficult one. Some authors 

have considered approximate or iterative solution methods, although 

presently no exact inverse transform exists for this general case. 

Therefore we shall give a brief discussion of nonconstant methods but 

concentrate primarily on the study of the attenuated Radon transform in 

the presence of constant attenuation. 

Derivation of the Constant-Attenuation Model 

Recall that the model for SPECT as derived in Chapter 2 takes 

the form 

A(p,~) = J fer) a(r;~) 6(p -r·n) dr, 
R2 

where the attenuation factor is given by 
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(2.14) 
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and 1 is the line segment between the point r and the detector D. 

Eq. (2.14) then is a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind which 

one seeks to invert to determine f. The problem may be posed in a 

Hilbert space setting and studied formally (Gullberg 1979). However, the 

inversion of this equation is extremely difficult for several reasons. 

First notice that the equation is linear in the activity distribution f, 

yet it is nonlinear with respect to the attenuation coefficients p. Thus 

the problem, except in the constant-p case, is not shift-invariant and 

the hope of finding any filtered-backprojection type of inversion method 

is destroyed. But because a Neumann series type of solution is possible 

we know that a pseudoinverse exists. However, further complications 

arise when considering real data. Since Fredholm integral equations of 

the first kind are notoriously ill-posed (Hochstadt 1973), small 

perturbations in the projection data can cause large changes in the 

solution or resulting image, a highly undesirable property because of the 

particularly noisy quality of measurement data in SPEeT. The problem of 

adequately determining the varying attenuation coefficients has been 

satisfactorily solved by the use of a TeT scan prior to the SPEeT study 

or by the use of phantoms resembling a given portion of the body. 

However, it is important to note that adequate alignment of the two 

images, activity and attenuation, is non-trivial yet crucial and is still 

the source of much discussion within the clincial community. 
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All of the algorithms currently developed employ an iterative 

correction scheme for handling nonconstant attenuation in SPECT. 

Gu11berg (1979) posed the problem as a system of linear equations and 

used methods such as ART, SIRT and conjugate gradient to arrive at 'a 

solution. Although these sorts of techniques are computationally 

intensive and time consuming, he was able to show that solutions did 

converge in a reasonable number of iterations. Realizing that the 

attenuated Radon transform is just a Fredholm integral equation of the 

first kind, Soussaline has proposed a regularizing method for SPECT 

reconstruction (Soussa1ine 1982, 1984). An adapted tomographic integral 

equation is formed, but because the problem is ill-posed a regularized 

iterative solution is sought. The methods of Tikhonov (1976) are 

employed in combination with !. priori information of the body contour. 

While regularization methods are valuable for noise minimization, perhaps 

the primary drawback of this work is the uncertainty involved in 

determining the actual adapted operator, the weighting functions and the 

regularization parameters. Ohyama (1984) has also developed an iterative 

attenuation-correction procedure for nonconstant-p that is based on the 

separation of the function a into one term that is dependent on r only 

and one that is a function of ~ as well as r. The second term leads to 

an erroneous factor which is then eliminated in the iterative procedure. 

As yet, no straightforward method for analytically eliminating the 

effects of nonhomogeneous attenuation has been given. 

In the hopes of defining a more tractable problem, we shall now 

assume that the attenuation is constant within the body. Thus, we may 

write p(r)=p, giving 



A(p,~) = J f(r) exp[-ll(L1 + Lz)] 6(p - r·a) dr , 
R2 
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(3.1) 

where U 1 u', Ll = r'u', and Lz is a known function of p, ~, and the body 

contour. This geometry is shown in Fig. 3.1. Note that it is implicitly 

assumed that the contour is convex, although extension to more general 

object boundaries is straightforward. 

Many methods that assume that the attenuation coefficient is 

constant throughout the body have been developed to compensate for 

attenuation distorions in SPECT. Roughly speaking, these algorithms can 

be divided into two categories: analytic and approximate. Here we shall 

review the approximate methods but leave the analytic methods for a 

later discussion. The approximate methods are those which provide some 

compensation for the attenuation factor within the problem, yet do not 

lead to exact solutions of the attenuated Radon integral. Thus each of 

these ad hoc methods presents some difficulty. The first of these 

methods is known as precorrection and consists of modifying the original 

projection data before carrying out the standard TCT filtered-

backprojection routine (Kay and Keyes 1975, Budinger and Gullberg 1974). 

Because of the averaging which usually occurs, the important information 

within the data is often blurred out, causing poor image quality. 

Alternatively, the postcorrection method developed by Chang (1978) begins 

with the usual filtered-backprojection followed by multiplication of the 

output image by a correction matrix. However, these methods introduce 

severe over- or undercorrection. Iterative methods, similar to those 
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Fig. 3.1 Geometry for the attenuated Radon transform. 
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employed for nonconstant attenuation, involve successive corrections 

added to the reconstructed image to minimize the least square error 

(Budinger and Gullberg 1977, Walters et ale 1981) or to maximize the 

probability of obtaining a given projection data set from the 

reconstruction (Shepp and Vardi 1982). Again, the drawback of these 

methods is that they are computationally intensive and consequently very 

slow. 

One of the most widely considered correction methods is a hybrid 

postcorrection-iterative scheme which we shall discuss briefly (Chang 

1978, Moore, Brunelle, Kirsch 1981). The Chang correction algorithm 

begins with a postcorrection, i.e., the standard TCT I" I-filter and 

backprojection operation followed by multiplication with a correction 

factor c(r), where 

c(r) = 1 

and L = Ll + Lz• This correction has the effect of dividing each pixel 

value by the angular average of all attenuation factors which correspond 

to lines originating at that given pixel. But because of the difficulties 

mentioned above, an iterative procedure is used to successively correct 

the resulting image. Although this method is only approximate, it is 

easily implemented and has good noise properties. Note also that th~ 

algorithm is easily modified to incorporate variable attenuation. 
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In order to invert the above integral transform, Eq. (3.1), for 

the unknown activity distribution f, we seek a central-slice theorem for 

the attenuated Radon transform, analogous to that given in Chapter 2 for 

the Radon transform. We first introduce modified projections which are 

formed by weighting the original projection function A(p,4») with the 

exponential factor exp(~L2). Notice that this is permissible because the 

distance L2 is independent of r We denote this modified projection by 

A t(p, ,), giving 

At(p,,) = J fer) exp[-~(r·6·)] o(p - r·6) dr. 
R2 

(3.2) 

The derivation of the attenuated central slice theorem now follows in a 

manner similar to that of the unattenuated case. Consider the 1-D 

Fourier transform, with respect to p, of the modified projections: 

At(v,4») = FdAt(p,,)} 

- JR'~R2 fer) .-.r·ll- 6(p - r·ll) dr }-2d"P dp 

= J fer) e-~r·6· e-2nivr·6 dr 
R2 

(3.3) 
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Notice that p is now a complex two-dimensional vector quantity which 

takes the Cartesian form: 

where 

f.: r = \lcoscj> Tlr = \lsincj> 

Tli = _J!..coscj> 
21f (3.4) 

Natterer (1979) used this relationship to deduce an integral equation of 

the second kind for the activity f. This equation was then solved 

numerically and shown to be accurate up to terms of order ~-. Bellini 

et ale (1979) have also given an inversion method that is based on this 

attenuated central-slice theorem. After Fourier transforming the 

projection data, the circular harmonic expansion of this transformed data 

set is computed. The algorithm then calls for an interpolation of the 

frequency and angular variable in the complex frequency space before 

performing and inverse 2-D Fourier transform. Both of these methods are 

extremely computationally intensive and thus have not provided a 

satisfactory solution to the attenuated Radon transform with' constant 

attenuation. 
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The Tretiak-Metz Algorithm 

In the Tretiak-Metz algorithm, the modified projection is 

convolved with a 1-D filter function h(p) and then backprojected with an 

exponential weighting factor (Tretiak and Metz 1980). The estimate of 

the activity distribution f(r) is then given by 

J
21r 

f(r) = exp(lJr·n,)p. t(p,~) * h(p)] A d~ • p=r·n o 
(3.5) 

The filter function h(p) can also be described in the frequency domain by 

its Fourier transform H(v). Tretiak and Metz give the following 

complicated expression for a suitable filter function: 

where 

o , 

1 , 

(3.6) 

and £:0 5. lJ/2Tf. However, if we pass to the limit £:0+0 and 0+0, this 

function reduces to 
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H(v) = j-Ivl [1 - rect 1rpv] (3.7) 

where the rectangle function, rect(x), is the sum of two step functions 

and is given by 

rect(x) = 

1 

o 

Ixl < 1 
2 

Ixl > ~ 

The function H(v), which is illustrated in Fig. 3.2, is the usual v-filter 

but with a gap in the interval (-p/21r,p/21r). 

We now consider R point object at a general point r. and show 

that the Tretiak-Metz algorithm, in this limit, is an exact inverse 

transform. If we have 

then the attenuated Radon transform of this object is-

where L1 0 = r. ·6' , 
gives 

Inserting this expression for ). 6(p, +) into Eq. (3.5) 



........ 
........ 

" 

-I-' 
2n 

H(v) 

2n 

Fig. 3.2 Frequency-domain version of the filter used in the 
Tretiak-Metz algorithm. 
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v 



which is the point spread function of the SPECT system. 

has also been derived by Gullberg and Budinger (1981). 
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This expression 

It is clear that 

the system is shift invariant since the psf depends on only ~he 

difference r-r.. If we choose the axes so that r-r. is along the x axis, 

then 

(3.8) 

where R=lr - r.l. If we represent h(Rcos~) in the frequency domain, Eq. 

(3.8) becomes 

(3.9) 

The integral over ~ is (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik 1980, Tretiak and Metz 

1980) 

where J o denoteD the zero-order Bessel function of the first kind. 
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With the use of this integral, the change of variables p2 = v2 - (p/2n)2, 

and the use of Eq. (3.7) for H(v), Eq. (3.9) becomes 

f6(r) = 2. f. J.r'(2 •• ), - .'] .d. 

2n 

= 2. 1: J.(2.pR) pdp (3.10) 

We recognize Eq. (3.10) as the Hankel transform of unity and recall that 

the Hankel transform is the 2-D Fourier transform for rotationally 

symmetric functions, yielding 

"f6(r) ::: ~(r - r ) u 0 , 

which is o?-n exact reconstruction of the original f6(r) (Clough and 

Barrett 1983). Since the result was obtained for a general r., by linear 

superposition it holds for any object and we may henceforth drop the 

caret on f(r). Hence the Tretiak-Metz algorithm is an exact inverse to 

the attenuated Radon transform when the attenuation coefficient is 

constant and the body contour is convex and known. 
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Filter Function in the Space Domain 

The Tretiak-Metz filter may be described in the frequency domain 

by H(,,) = (1/2)1"1 [1 - rect(1T"h.I)]. However, it is also profitable to 

consider the- closed-form solution in the space domain. Consider 

1 d r 1J 
- 41ft dp t.Pf P 

where the first term in the filter is just that derived in Chapter 2 and 

the second term was first given by Bracewell and Riddle (1956). Then 

b(p) = -~~ sin(pp) pf ! + cos(pp) d~~f iJ] 

which may be rewritten as 

1 d r 1J h(p) = 7i'? dp LCos(pP) pf p . 

A pseudofunction representation is necessary as in Eq. (2.9) in order 

that the function h(p) be well-defined at the origin. The filter 

function h(p) is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. It is then possible to rewrite 

the object estimate as 



h(p) 

--

Fig. 3.3 Space-domain version of the filter used in the 
Tretiak-Metz algorithm. 
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p 



f(r) = 1 
21fz p[>. t( ~) * .!. cos( liP)] A d ~ • p, dp p p=r-n 
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(3.11) 

This equation, which reduces to Eq. (2.10) as lI+O, is the exact form of 

the attenuated Radon transform for constant II and convex body contour. 

Other closely related results have been obtained by Tretiak and Metz 

(1980) and Kim et a1. (1983). 

Attenuated Abel Transform 

As described in Chapter 2, the Abel transform is a special case 

of the Radon transform that is applicable when the function f(r) is 

rotationally symmetric, i.e. r = r. In this case, f(r) is independent of 

the angle a, so all projection directions are equivalent. We may 

consider the attenuated Abel transform in a manner similar to that of 

the attenuated Radon transform. The attenuated Abel transform will 

then be just a special case of tht:: attenuated Radon transform which 

incorporates the specification that f(r) be independent of the polar 

angle a. Then Eq. (3.1) becomes 

The object is a circle of radius r o, with the attenuation coefficient II 

being constant within ro and zero outside. Then Lz = (r: - Xl)l/Z and 

Ll = y, as shown in Fig. 3.4. Since rl = XZ + yZ, 
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y 

----1 
L1 =Y 

~~-----+--4---~~~X 
1 

L2= Vro2-x2 

t ---------

Fig. 3.4 Geometry for the attenuated Abel transform. 
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(3.12) 

which is the explicit form of the attenuated Abel transform. 

The inverse Abel transform may be derived by using 

straightforward transform techniques. Let g(x) = ).(x)exp[J.I(r~ - X2)1/2] 

and let G(v) be its Fourier cosine transform, namely, 

G(V) - 1: g(x) cos (2'vx) dx 

s 1: ~ ~:I f(r) K(r,x) rdr] cos(2.vx) dx , 

where 

By changing the order of integration and using a table of integral 

transforms, we have 
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G(v) = 'J:' f(r) J.[rl(2'V)' - p.] rdr • 

Since f(r) = 0 for r > r a, we may let the upper limit go to infinity and 

When the primes are dropped and an inverse Hankel transform is 

performed, we have 

Once again, changing the order of integration and integrating by parts 

gives 



f(r) = 1 
21f2 

We note that 

dg(x) 
(fX 

"d" 

from a table of integrals. The inverse attenuated Abel transform is 

thus 
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f(r) r)O. 

(3.13) 

In the case of ll=O, we have just the usual Abel and inverse Abel 

transforms as given in Eq. (2.12). 

As an illustration of this result, consider a circular disk of 

activity, represented as 

{

a, 
f(r) = 

0, 

with rl < ro and a a constant. Then, by using Eq. (3.12), the projections 

A(x) may be represented as 



).(x)elJ(r~ - X2)1/2 = 2a j rl cosh[lJ(r2 - X2)1/2] rdr 
Ix I (r2 - X2)1/2 

2a sinh[lJ(r~ _ X2)1/2] 
lJ 
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If we now use the expression for the inverse attenuated Abel transform, 

Eq. (3.13) derived above, we have 

f(r) = -.! r d 2a 2 _ X2)1/2] cOS[lJ(X2 - r 2)1/2] dx d [-sinh[lJ(rl (r2 _ X2)1/2 'IT X lJ 

= 2a r cosh[lJ(r~ - X2)1/2] cOS[lJ~X2 - r2~1/2] xdx • 
lJ (rf - X2)1/2 (x2 _ r 2)1/2 

By the substitution W=(X2 - r 2)1/2, f(r) becomes 

f(r) 

Then, by the table of integral transforms, we have 

f(r) 

= a , 

demonstrating thst this inverse attenuated Abel transform does provide 

an exact reconstruction of the object (Clough and Barrett 1983). 



CHAPTER 4 

NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF THE ATTENUATED RADON TRANSFORM 

Any study of SPECT would by incomplete without some 

computational examples of the developed analytic theory. It is 

important to analyze the mathematical model and the limitations of that 

model. Here we shall consider the attenuated Radon transform and its 

inverse. The assumptions of constant attenuation and a noiseless 

environment will be modified to determine the robustness of the 

developed model in the presence of a more realistic setting. 

When adapting a continuous problem to a discrete one, there are 

several modifications necessary. Much discussion has been devoted to 

this area of TCT and SPECT. Such problems as sampling, interpolation, 

and apodization have been studied by many researchers (Mersereau and 

Oppenheim 1974, Gullberg and Budinger 1981). Here we are concerned with 

the computational aspects of SPECT only as examples of the theory. This 

chapter is not designed to provide a rigorous numerical analysis of the 

extensive computational problems at hand. 

The first step of the numerical implemenation of the SPECT model 

is the sampling of the original activity distribution. A 256x256 grid 

with a pixel size of 0.25 cm was chosen. A computer phantom 

representing the activity distribution f, within a single slice of the 

body, and consisting of a circular activity region within a uniform 

background, was created and used in all the simulations. The ratio of 
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the activity within the inner circle to the activity of the background is 

4-to-1. Three small co1d-,spots, of varying diameters, are located 

within the larger region of activity. Fig 4.1a and 4.1b show this 

phantom and a cross-section through it, respectively. 

Why study the attenuated Radon transform? In Chapter 2, it was 

stated that the neglect, in nuclear tomographic imaging, of attenuation 

within the body is not a valid approximation. Thus, as is demonstrated 

in Fig. 4.2 the Radon transform will not provide accura te 

reconstructions of SPECT data. Fig. 4.2a is a reconstruction of the 

activity distribution using Eq. (2.8) - the inverse Radon transform. Fig. 

4.2b shows a profile through this image. When compared to Fig. 4.1b, the 

lack of uniformity across the constant activity regions is clearly seen. 

We conclude therefore, that some sort of attenuation correction is 

necessary to adequately compensate for the loss of photons to the 

attenuation process. 

The Attenuated Radon Transform with Constant Attenuation 

In Chapter 3, an inversion formula for the attenuated Radon 

transform with constant attenuation was obtained. Recall also that the 

body was assumed to be convex and to have boundaries that are known. 

Under these assumptions the activity distribution is given by 

4~2 10
2

'11" 
fer) = elJr'n' p[>. t( ~) * d COS(lJP)] A d'" p, dp p p=r'n 't', 

(3.11) 

where >. t is the modified projection data set. Alternatively, if 



a 

b 

Fig. 4.1. Simulated object. 

(a) Activity image. 
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(b) Profile through the center line of the activity image. 



a 

b 

Fig. 4.2. Reconstruction without attenuation correction. 

(a) Activity image. 

{b) Profile through the center line of the activity image. 
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At(v,~) = Fl{At(P'~)}, the frequency domain representation may be used: 

fer) = 1J 21r ellr·u' 
2 0 

1rV] dv ] ... ~~ • 
II p=r.n 

(4.1) 

The convolution theorem of Fourier analysis greatly simplifies 

the implementation of the inverse attenuated Radon transform. A 

numerical algorithm is provided by Eq. (4.1). It consists of the 

following steps: 

(1) modify the projections: At = ellLz A 

(2) Fourier transform the modified projections: At = F1{At} 

(3) multiply the transformed projections by the filter: Af = AtR 

(4) inverse Fourier transform: Af = Fil{At} 

(5) exponentially backproject the filtered projections: 

"', ... 
q = e llr •n Af(~r·n) 

(6) integrate over ~: f = J q d~ • 

The projections A are taken over 256 equally-spaced angular increments. 

The Fourier and inverse Fourier transforms are easily implemented with a 

fast fourier transform algorithm (Brigham 1974). The frequency domain 

filter, R(v), that is used, is an apodized version of Eq. (3.7) 

corresponding to a "" 0 and EO = 0.3 in Eq. (3.6). This is shown in 

Fig. 4.3. The exponential backprojection operation consists of assigning 
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the value of the filtered projection times an exponential weight to the 

points along the line p = r·S. The weight in this backprojection 

operation is a function of the distance from the point in consideration 

to the. the rotated Xl axis. Finally the integration is numerically 

performed by summing the backprojected images over all 256 projection 

directions. The results of this procedure are shown in Fig. 4.4a. 

Because of the finite number of angles and the apodized filter, the 

procedure has introduced some minor blurring. Nevertheless, when 

compared with Fig. 4.2b, Fig. 4.4b shows that the reconstruction provides 

nearly uniform quantitative values for the activity distribution. Thus a 

modification of the filter and backprojection scheme of TCT has provided 

an efficient and reliable numerical algorithm for SPECT. 

The Attenuated Radon Transform with Nonconstant Attenuation 

In general, the human body is not a uniformly attenuating one. 

The attenuation coefficient p varies from about 0.05 cm- l in lung to 

about 0.3 cm- l in bone. Thus with few exceptions a plot of p is not 

constant across the body. We shall examine here the robustness of our 

constant-attenuation model in the presence of a nonconstant attenuating 

medium. To do this we simulate projection data based on a nonuniform 

map of p. Fig. 4.5 shows this attenuation distribution. The two 

ellipses have the value p = 0.05 cm- l , the small circle has p = 0.2 cm- l , 

and the background has J.I = 0.15 cm- l , corresponding to realistic values 

of the body. With J.I given, the expression used to compute A is 
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a 

b 

Fig. 4.4. Reconstruction with constant attenuation. 

(a) Activity image. 

(b) Profile through the center line of the activity image. 
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Fig. 4.5. Nonconstant attenuation coefficients. 
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A(p.~) = JR' £(r) exp[-J: .(r') dl ] ~(p - r·ll) dr • (2.14) 

Once the data have been simulated, the algorithm given above for the 

inverse attenuated Radon transform with constant attenuation is used to 

compute an estimate of the activity distribution f. The value of p used 

in the reconstruction is taken to be the average value of the non-

constant attenuation coefficients - p = 0.13. This reconstruction is 

shown in Fig. 4.6a with the corresponding profile in Fig. 4.6b. The image 

shows a substantial reduction of quality from the constant pease. 

Artifacts due to the low attenuation regions of the phantom are seen to 

be introduced. Nevertheless, the large activity region and the cold 

spots within, which are of primary interest, are reconstructed well. 

Poisson Noise 

Although we are concerned primarily with the deterministic 

aspects of SPECT, Poisson noise is an unavoidable complication with any 

nuclear-medicine imaging technique. We shall therefore discuss the 

character of the noise and present several simulations to show its 

effect on the reconstructions. For a given imaging time T, the 

probability of n photons striking the detector is given by 

(4.2) 

where K is the mean number of photons impinging on the detector in 



a 

b 

Fig. 4.6. Reconstruction from data simulated with nonconstant 
attenuation. 

(a) Activity image. 
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(b) Profile through the center line of the activity image. 
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time T. See Barrett and Swindell (1981) for a complete discussion of 

these detector statistics and the inherent assumptions involved. For a 

Poisson process such as Eq. (4.2), it can be shown that the variance, 0 2, 

of n equals the mean, K, of n. Thus the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is 

given by 

SNR = K = 'iC. 
o 

Correspondingly we have that the fractional noise (as a fraction of the 

mean signal) is 1/'iC. Figs. 4.7a and 4.7b show a reconstructed image 

and its profile, respectively, when four percent noise at the peak of the 

signal is added to the projection data at each angle. This corresponds 

to approximately 40,000 photons collected at each projection angle. The 

root-mean-square error (RMSE) provides a quantitative measure of the 

deviation of the image reconstructed with noisy data, i, from that image 

reconstructed with noiseless data, f: 

RMSE = (4.3) 

The RMSE is found to be 10.76 for four percent noise. The degradation 

of the image and the loss of resolution of the cold spots is best seen 

in the profile. Other researchers have shown that this direct 

implementation of the inverse attenuated Radon transform does not 



a 

b 

Fig. 4.7. Reconstruction from data with added Poisson noise. 

(a) Activity image. 
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(b) Profile through the center line of the activity image. 
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perform, in the SNR sense, as well as other correction algorithms such 

as the Chang method (Tanaka and Toyama 1983). Tanaka, Toyama and 

Murayama (1984) have suggested that the exponential backprojection 

operation is the predominant source of noise amplification and thus have 

introduced an additional weighting factor into the exponential 

backprojection operation in order to reduce the noise amplification. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

THE COMPTON SCATTER MODEL 

The Compton. scatter process is the dominant mechanism of 

interaction in tissue for gamma-rays emitted by typical nuclear-medicine 

isotopes. Thus, in the clinic, we should not be surprised if, even after 

the implementation of a robust attenuation correction, there is still a 

significant blurring of the reconstructed image in SPECT. We seek, 

therfore, first a model of this scattering process and then a method for 

removing the scatter from either the data set or the resulting image. 

We present a model that is physically realistic and, at the same time, 

leads to a correction scheme that is easily implemented. 

This problem, with varying degrees of rigor and success, has 

been considered by other researchers. Perhaps the first form of a 

scatter correction was implemented by simply reducing the value of the 

attenuation coefficient p used in the reconstruction algorithm (Oppenheim 

1984). In experimental studies, it was shown that even after attenuation 

correction, the reconstructed profile of a uniform disk was not flat. 

So, by lowering P, much of the discrepancy could be removed, although 

the actual numerical values of the reconstruction would be altered and 

hence become inadequate for any quantitative study. This variation 

across the reconstructed disk is now assumed to be due to scatter which 

provides the explanation for why this ad hoc method of correction is 

insuf ficien t. 
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The use of a second energy window for scatter correction has 

been proposed by Jaszczak, Coleman, Greer, et ale (1984). In this 

method, one set of data is collected within the photopeak region of the 

energy spectrum as well as another within a lower secondary windowed 

region. This second window is assumed to be set in the region of the 

spectrum which corresponds to photons that have undergone Compton 

scattering within the body. A fraction of the secondary data set is then 

subtracted from the photopeak data and the resultant data are used in 

the reconstruction. Alternatively, both data sets may be processed 

independently, and a fraction of the resulting image reconstructed from 

the Compton window may be subtracted from the photopeak image. In both 

cases, the fraction subtracted is determined heuristically by the source 

geometries and the detector parameters such as the energy window 

settings. This algorithm also depends on the assumption that one can 

clearly differentiate between the photopeak and the Compton regions of 

the energy spectrum. But this is rarely the case, and the result is 

therefore subject to much guesswork. 

Simulation of an image due solely to the collected scattered 

photons is the basis of several other correction techniques. This image 

can then be subtracted from the actual reconstrution to give an estimate 

of the true activity distribution. Egbert and May (1980) posed the 

integral form of the radiation transport equation to determine the 

simulated activity image and the corresponding scatter image. Beck, 

Jaszczak, and Coleman (1982) used a Monte Carlo technique to trace a 

large number of scattered photons and determine their probability of 

detection and eventually an estimate of the scatter component of the 
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image. Likewise, it is possible to simulate the data which correspond to 

the scattered photons and subtract them from the measured data before 

reconstructing. To do this, Axelsson, Msaki and Israelsson (1984) used 

an exponential blurring function, determined by experimental 

measurements of a line source, convolved with the actual data as the 

estimate of the scatter data. Corrected data were then formed by 

subtracting the estimated scatter from the actual data and 

reconstructing. Similarly, 0 Ying-Lie (1984) has developed a psf model 

of the scatter process in which the parameters of the psf were derived 

by fitting experimental and simulation data. All of these methods have 

proven to be fairly successful, although long computation times or 

experimental estimation of parameters hinders each from becoming a 

widely-accepted method of scatter correction in nuclear-medicine 

imaging. 

Derivation of the Model 

We now formulate a mathematical model of SPECT which 

incorporates Compton scatter as well as attenuation within the body. To 

do this, it is necessary to consider a more realistic description of the 

detector than that used previously. Recall that in Chapter 3 we derived 

a model which assumed that the detector had perfect energy 

discrimination, i.e. the detector would count only photons which arrived 

at its face with an energy exactly equal to that of the emission energy 

of the administered isotope. But, because of the low number of 

available photons in SPECT imaging, the detector, in reality, actually 

counts over a specified range of energies. Thus it is possible that 
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photons emitted at a given point, scatter at a second pOint, and 

subsequently reach a detector, although they were clearly not given off 

along the line of sight of that detector. The line-integral model of 

the data then is not satisfactory and needs to be modified. However, 

notice that since the photon undergoes an energy loss with each scatter, 

its energy when it reaches the detector is significantly reduced from its 

emission energy. Multiple scattering events result in greater energy 

loss, on the average, than a single event, so it may be reasonable to 

assume that the system records single-scattered photons but rejects 

multiple-scatter events. This assumption is commonly known as the 

single-scatter approximation and is assumed in the model here as well as 

in much of the work reported above. 

First, notice that the projection data set contains primary 

photons, Apr, those actually emitted along the line of sight of the 

detector, as well as previously neglected secondary, or single

scattered, photons, Asc, those which were scattered into the line of 

sight of the detector. Thus we have 

(5.1) 

where Apr =~pf as before, the attenuated Radon transform with constant 

attenuation, and Asc may be considered to be an equivalent or effective 

scatter projection. This effective scatter projection Asc, then is due 

to the effective scatter object f sc , where fsc is the total number of 

primary photons that are scattered at a given point and are subsequently 

detected. Thus we have 
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giving 

(5.2) 

To complete the model, it is necessary to provide a complete 

mathematical description of f sc • The function fsc is the sum of all 

primary photons that scatter at the point r. with angle ~ into the line 

of sight of the detector and maintain sufficient energy to be detected. 

The first thing to notice is that, in general, fsc is a function of a 

three-dimensional spatial variable r.. It is now important to consider 

the vertical or z direction because photons originating in an x-y plane 

above or below that being imaged may undergo a scatter interaction in 

the plane of interest and contribute to the data set. Notice that fsc is 

also dependent upon the detector angle ~ and the scatter angle ~ as 

shown in Fig. 5.1. 

In order to determine the effective scatter object fsc, we shall 

first deduce the number of photons emitted in a small volume element 

which scatter and subsequently travel toward the detector. Integration 

over all emission pOints will then provide an expression for f sc • The 

geometry and the following quantities are depicted in Fig. 5.2. To 

begin, let dN1 be the number of photons emitted in a small volume 

element dr:. Then 

(5.3) 

The number of photons dN2 in a particular differential solid angle dO is 
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Fig. 5.1 Geometry for the Compton scatter model. 

, , , , 

y 

, , , , , 
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Fig. 5.2 Geometry for the determination of the effective 
scatter object. 
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then given by 

But dO = da/R2, where da is the area element and R I r. - r: I is the 

distance from the point of emission, so we have 

= ') da dN2 fer. 41fR% dr: • (5.4) 

If dNa is the number of photons that interact in the volume element 

da·d1 and ~c·d1 represents the probability of scatter, then 

Notice that the exponential factor is included to account for the 

attenuation within the body between the point of emission r: and the 

scatter point r.. Recall also, from Chapter 2, that ~ is the total 

linear attenuation coefficient while ~c represents the term of the total 

coefficient due to Compton scatter. But because we are concerned only 

with nuclear-medicine energies, we shall use the approximation that 

~ = ~c (Barrett and Swindell 1981). With the substitution da·d1 = dr. 

and the use of Eq. (5.4), we have 

(5.5) 
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Finally, dN~ represents the number of photons emitted in dr:, interacting 

in dr, and traveling towards the detector. This quantity is given by 

where On is the solid angle subtended by the detector. Thus we have 

(5.6) 

Therefore, by integrating over the domain of the activity distribution to 

account for all emission points, we have that the number of photo~s that 

travel toward the detector from the effective source fsc .is given by 

J dN~. R3 

We then conclude that the effective scatter object is 

dr: • (5.7) 

Notice that the scatter angle $ depends on the vector r. - r: as well as 

the detector location~. From Chapter 2, we have that pc = nac 

and thus 
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where [daC/dO]w' the Klein-Nishina differential scattering cross section, 

is given by Eq. (2.3b). Recall also that n(r.) is the electron density of 

the scatter medium and hence this term vanishes outside the object 

boundaries. Henceforth we shall assume that the electron density is 

constant inside the body and denote this constant by no. Thus we have 

n(r.) = nob(r.) where the boundary function b is defined as 

I 
1 , inside object 

o , outside object • 

Eq (5.7) then becomes 

(5.8) 

The final addition we shall make to the model of the scatter 

process is to incorporate the energy discrimination of the detector. As 

discussed above, the detector is assumed to have an energy discrimination 

capacity which rejects all photons below a certain set energy level. 

This energy level is . frequently determined by specifying a maximum 

percent allowable reduction of energy of the photon. As an example, 

consider "mTc, which emits gamma rays at an energy of 140 keV, and a 
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10 % energy window. Then ideally, photons impinging on the detector with 

an energy within the range 126 keV ~ E ~ 140 keV will contribute to the 

data set and those outside of this range will be assumed to have 

undergone multiple scattering and will be rejected. There is some 

probability, however, that an actual 140 keV photon will be detected as 

E'<126 and thus not counted, likewise some probability that an actual 

E'>126 photon will still be counted. If the measured energy of the 

photon is considered as a random variable, this probability p(EI E) of 

" recording a photon with measured energy E, given an actual energy E, is 

quite complicated (Barrett and Swindell 1981), but may be approximated 

by a Gaussian with variance equal to the conditional mean. The 

probability that a photon of actual energy E will be recorded within a 

" " window from El to E2 is then given by 

where a~ = const·E. This probability is just the convolution of a 

Gaussian function with a rectangle function and is shown schematically 

in Fig. 5.3. The approximation of this probability distribution by a 

rectangle function is valid for our purposes. Using Eq. (2.2), we can 

relate the energy reduction of the scattered photon to the maximum 

allowable scatter angle, ~m, and its corresponding cosine, m. Thus, with 

the above rectangle approximation, and by specifying either percent 

energy reduction, ~m, or m, an energy window function W is uniquely 



Fig. 5.3 Probability of recording a ehoton of actual energy E 
within a window from El to ~2. 
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determined, and given by 

W( ",;m) 
_11 , 

o , 

cos'" > m 

cos'" < m » 

step (cos", - m) • (5.9) 

Before proceeding to reduce the model to a more tractable form, 

we need to evaluate the expression cos",. The 3-D geometry of the 

problem is illustrated in Fig. 5.1, where r: is the emission point, r, is 

the scatter point, ~ is the detector angle in the x-y plane, and '" is the 

scatter angle. Then 

cos", = 
(r, -r: )'6' 

Ir,-r: 1 

Notice that 6' is a unit vector in RS but since we are interested in 

imaging only a single x-y plane, namely the z=O plane, and hence are 

unconcerned with scatter into other planes, we have 6' = (-sin~,cos~,O) 

in Cartesian coordinates. Substituting this expression, as well as Eq. 

(5.9) for the energy window, into Eq. (5.8) gives 

n b(r)J f(r,)eXP(-lllr,-r: I) step[- (r, -rn·6' - m1 [ddGncJ". dr,' 
o • RS ' 1 r,-r: pi I r,-r: I ~.. 'I' 

(5.10) 
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Notice that the kernel of this integral is a function of the quantity 

Ir,-r:l, which indicates that the scatter process, excluding the factor 

bert), is shift invariant in the 3-D spatial variable. We shall later 

return to consider this point further. 

Reduction of the Model 

The most general description of the effective scatter object 

has now been given. However, in order to understand Eq. (5.10) and 

analyze the model in detail, it is necessary to invoke some simplifying 

assumptions. The first is a low-energy approximation to the Klein-

Nishina differential cross-section. This approximation corresponds to a 

= 1 in Eq. (2.3) giving 

[da
c
] 

roz 
(1 + coszIjI). 

dO IjI = T 

roz [1 + [(rl-rV'6' ]Z] (5.11) = T Ir,-rll i 

Notice that this reduction of the model is not a necessary step but 

merely serves to reduce the complexity of the formulas to a more 

compact and intuitive form. All of the following analysis would carry 

through with the more general Klein-Nishina expression. Using Eq. (5.11) 

in Eq. (5.10) gives 
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[ 
[(r.-rl)·n' ]2] [ (r. -rl)·n' J 

1 + I r r' II step - I ' I - m dr: • • - • r.-r. 

Recall that nand n' are unit vectors specifying the detector 

angle ~ so that f sc, as it stands, is a function of ~ as well as r •• 

However, we wish to reconstruct a function that is dependent only on 

r. , so we desire to eliminate the ,dependence. In other words, we 

proceed to reduce the anisotropic scattering problem to an isotropic one 

by averaging over ,. In order to justify this procedure, we need a 

quantitative measure of the anisotropy. To deduce this measure, we 

shall consider scatter at points along the y-axis of the z = 0, x-y 

plane. Let a be the angle between the original path of the photon and 

the y-axis, and similarly a the angle between the original path and the 

x-axis. See Fig. 5.4. Then we define an anisotropy factor A to be the 

ratio of the amount of scatter from a sphere of constant activity and 

radius ROt with an angle a to that with an angle a. The factor A 

therefore expresses the maximum ,-variation of fsc<r.; ~). 

Mathematically we write 

J [exP(-J.llr.-r: I) 2 ~ 
Ir.-r: II (1 + cos a) _ drl 

sphere x=O,z-O 
A= 
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z 

Fig. 5.4 Geometry for the determination of the anisotropy factor. 
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This function is plotted in Fig. 5.5. Within the region of activity, the 

anisotropy factor is nearly one and hence this is a good approximation. 

As we move away from the source, A increases and becomes asymptotic to 

two. However, since most of the scatter occurs within the region of 

activity, or close to it, we tak~ A = 1 throughout the scattering medium. 

The isotropic scattering assumption is incorporated by averaging 

over the angular variable " i.e. 

1 
=fi 

The notation associated with the argument of fsc has been modified so 

that the dependence on r. alone indicates that all detector-angle 

variation has been averaged out. Changing the order of integration, we 

have 

[J
21f [ [(r.-rV .S1]2J 

1 + Ir -r' /1 0·· [ 
(r. -rn·SI 

step - I r.-rl / 

Consider the inner integral over ,above. Let 

I(r. -r: ;m) J 
21f [ [(r.-rV·S' ]2J [_ (r. -rn·S' _ 1 

- 0 1 + I r.-r: II step Ir.-r: I mJ d, • 



N 
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N 
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To simplify the notation, let R. = r. -r: = (R,a) in polar coordinates, 

with R = Ir.-r: I = [(X-X')2 + (y_y')2 + (Z-Z')2p/2. Similarly, let 

s = r-r' and s = [(x-X,)2 + (y-y' )2]1/2. Then 

step(cos1\l - m) [ 
(r. -rn·6' _ m] 

= step - I 'I r.-r. 

But because the integral I is over a full 2~ radians, we may take a = 0 

without loss of generality. Thus 

where 

1 

o otherwise, m)O , 

o , 

1 otherwise , m<O 
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Combining the m > 0 and the m ( 0 situations and doing the ~ integral 

gives 

o , 

R -m(-l s 

R -l<-m<1 s 

R -m>l , (5.12) s 

Let us consider two special cases. The case of no energy discrimination, 

or a wide-open window, corresponds to Wm = wand m = COSWm = -1. Then, 

since. R/s ~ 1 for all m, we have 

I(K..;-l) = t o (1 + cos2 W) d~ 

= 2+ + ~[iJ] · (5.13) 

The second illustrative case is that of no back-scatter allowed in the 

data, i.e., the maximum scatter angle Wm = w/2 giving m = O. For a 

140 keV gamma ray, this case corresponds to a 22% (asymmetric) energy 

window setting of the detector. Using the second line of Eq. (5.12) with 

m = 0 gives 



I(B. ·0) = J1T [1 + [(r,-rj).SIJl] d'" 
" Ir,-r: 12 'I' • o 

= + 4~JJ' 
As expected, the total amount df radiation is just half that for $m 

These two fun~tions are plotted in Fig. 5.6. 

The three-dimensional model of the effective scatter object 

that assumes anisotropy is now complete. We have 

where I is given by Eq. (5.12). Eq. (5.14) can be rewritten operatio1 

as 

where 

Thus computation of fsc entails a full 3-D convolution of the act!, 

distribution f with the kernel K" followed by a multiplication with 

boundary operator b. By incorporating this convolution and multi, 

plication procedure into one operator ~" we can write 
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I( R;m) 

10 

8 

6 

4 

2 

m=O 

.25 .5 .75 1 ~ R 

Fig. 5.6 The integral I(R;m) over ~ of the kernel of the scatter 
operator for the "no-energy-window" (m = -1) and "no
backscatter" (m = 0) scatter operators. 
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The operator 5, then completely characterizes the effect of scatter, 

subject to the above assumptions, on an object. It has the effect of 

convolving the activity with a 3-D point spread function representing the 

scatter process, followed by a multiplication with a binary function 

that represents the boundaries of the scattering medium to assure that 

no scatter occurs outside the limits of the object. Substituting this 

expression for fsc into Eq. (5.2) gives 

(5.15) 

provided a 3-D data set has been acquired by considering a series of 

stacked planes. A complete description of the data set ). is now 

provided. One could proceed immediately to the discussion of a solution 

f of the full 3-D representation, Eq. (5.15). All of the analysis 

concerning the derivation of an inverse presented in the next section is 

valid for the complete 3-D model. Nevertheless, because of the 

intensive numerical storage space and tine required in the simulation of 

the 3-D problem, and because the extension of the formal analysis from 

the 2-D to the 3-D problem is trivial, we shall reduce the problem to 

two dimensions at this stage. 

To reduce the problem from three to two dimensions, we shall 

assume that the object f is independent of z and write f(r.> = f(r). 

Thus, choosing to consider only scatter into the z = 0 plane, we write 
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rl J exp(-lllr.-r: I) 
fsc(r) = n0'41T b(r) ~s fer') I r.-r: Ii I(r. -r: jm) dr: 

(5.16) 

where now b(r.) = b(x,y,O) = b(r) and zl and zm are the lower and upper 

limits of the body. Analytic evaluation of the z, integral is difficult 

and provides little useful insight. However, a numerical evaluation will 

be discussed later. Let the kernel of Eq. (5.16) be K'(rjr') where 

K'(rjr') 
ro'l. J zlIIexp(-lll r.-r: I) 

- nO-4 b(r) 1'12 I(r. -r: jm) dz' n r.-r; 
zl 

= b(r) K(r-r') • 

Thus we have 

fac(r) = b(r) [fer) ** K(r)] • 

= Sf • (5.17) 

Combining Eq. (5.2) and Eq. (5.17) we have 

A =alll{f + Sf} (5.18) 

which provides a thorough description of the 2-D data set A. 
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Derivation of the Inverse 

Now that the data set is satisfactorily modeled, we seek an 

inversion method'for reconstructing the primary activity distribution f 

from a data set which contains information about the object as well as 

the effective scatter object. Under the assumption of constant 

attenuation, the operator ~\l-l has been given by Eq. (3.11). Note that 

because of the single-scatter approximation and the energy range with 

which we are concerned, we shall make the assumption that \l(E o) = \l(E'), 

i.e., that a single value of \l specifies the attenuation of all 

scattered radiation. This justifies the use of the constant-\l inverse 

attenuated Radon transform for the primary photons as well as the 

single-scattered photons. Thus the first step in the reconstruction of 

the activity distribution f is an application of that operator to both 

sides of Eq. (5.18) yielding 

= f(r) + J f(r') K'(r,r') dr' . 
RZ 

(5.19) 

Eq. (5.19) is a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind for which, 

under suitable conditions on S, a solution can be given and shown to be 

unique (Hochstadt 1973). 

A Neumann series solution will be given here, so we proceed to 

formally introduce the series and its properties. Consider f(r) € L1(R2), 

the Banach space of integrable functions on the plane. Also, for a given 
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r, let K'(rjr') E: Ll(R2) where the metric associated with Ll is given by 

(5.20) 

Henceforth we shall assume that all norms are with respect to Ll(R2) and 

drop the subscript on the norm as well as the limit on the integral. 

Suppose we know also that 

IIK'(r;r')11 < M • 

Then consider Eq. (5.19), 

f(r) = - J K'(r;r') f(r') dr' + g(r) , (5.19) 

where g(r) E: L1(R2). Let 

T{f} = - J K'(r;r') f(r') dr' + g(r) 

= fer) (5.21) 

Notice then that by the Banach contraction mapping theorem (Stakgold 

1979), if T is a contraction on L1(R2), with its particular norm given by 

Eq. (5.20), then Eq. (5.21) has a unique fixed point. This statement is 

equivalent to saying that Eq. (5.19) has a unique solution. Thus we 

proceed to show that T is in fact a contraction and produces a unique 

solution to Eq. (5.19). Consider any two functions f" fl E: L1(RI). Then 

we have 



IITf, - Tf,11 = 11- ] K'(r;r') (f,(r') - f,(r'» dr' II 

- J I] K'(r;r') (f,(r') - f,(r'» dr' I dr 

~] If,(r') - f,(r')I~ IK'(r;r')1 dr] dr' . 

Therefore, if we can show that 

]IK'(r;r')1 dr < M < 1 for all r' , 

then we have 

IITf, - Tf,11 ~ M ]If,(r') - f,(r')ldr' = M Ilf, - f,11 . 

Hence T is a contraction if and only if M < 1, i.e., the norm of the 

scatter operator S must be less than one. 

To show that IISII < 1, let us first consider the operator 

associated with no energy window. Using Eq. (5.13) in Eq. (5.17) gives 

r/ 
Sf = no-4'1l' ] [J

zm exp(-lllr.-rl 1)[ 1 r-r' IJ ] 
b(r) R2 f(r') 2'1l' zl Ir.-r: 12 1 + 2' r.-r: I dz' dr' . 
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Then 

In the absence of a boundary function b, the limits of the inner integral 

are infinite and the integral may be evaluated analytically. We have 

161T 
= 3iJ 

But since the kernel is strictly positive and the body has finite extent 

we may say that 

J J 
zm b(r) 

R2 zl 

161T 
3il . 



Then 

r 2 o 
no-

2 
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161T J fer') dr' 
3J.1 R2 

Substituting J.I = a/no and the low-energy approximation of [daC/dn]w into 

Eq. (2.3a) results in the identity 

Thus, we have 

Iisf II < II f II • 

But 

Iisil - 1,ltf
f
"" = sup Iisf II < 1 , II f II =1 

which is just what is required for the contraction property to hold. 

If we consider this scatter operator from a physical viewpoint, 

we can see intuitively that if the problem is modeled correctly, its 

norm must necessarily be less than one. Consider the number of photons 

emitted at dr: that scatter somewhere within the object. When the 

finite boundaries b of the scatter medium and the isotropic scattering 

assumption are included in Eq. (5.5) we have 
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Thus the total number of scattered photons (emitted anywhere in the 

body) is given by 

= Ilsfll . 

Similarly, with the use of Eq. (5.3), the total number of emitted photons 

is just 

= II f II . 

Hence 

Once again because of the finite object boundaries, the probability of at 

least one photon escaping the object without undergoing a scatter 

interaction is greater than zero. This yields the result that the total 
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number of scattered photons N, is strictly less than the total number of 

emitted photons N1 • Therefore Iisil must be strictly less than one. 

Notice also that we have considered only the case of a wide-open energy 

window, but the incorporation of a restricted window would only serve to 

reduce the quantity I ISfl I, and hence the norm of the operator, further. 

Therefore, having shown that the norm of S < 1 and hence that T 

is a contraction, we may choose any initial element fo £ Ll and produce 

an iterative sequence. For convenience, take fo = g =~~-lA. Then fn, 

the nth estimate of f, is given by 

fn = g - Sfn- 1 

=g - Sg + S2g - ••• SOg • 

But by the contraction property, fn + f as n + m so we have 

m 

f = g+ L (-S)j g 
j=1 

m 

L (-S)j g Ilsll < 1 , (5.22) 
j=O 

Thus a unique solution of Eq. (5.19) is determined by this iterative 

procedure. The scatter operator S, which involves a convolution in 

combination with a multiplication, is applied successively to the current 

estimate of the object and the resultant is then subtracted from the 

original data estimate g, providing a method for finding the original 

activity distri~ution f. 



CHAPTER 6 

NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF THE SCATTER CORRECTION ALGORITHM 

The complexity of the single-scatter operator derived in 

Chapter 5 demands a numerical study of the operator's properties and 

effects. We shall examine the influence of this operator on the object 

introduced in Chapter 4 and show that the operator produces results 

consistent with those found by other researchers. It will also be shown 

that the solution of the Fredholm integral equation derived in Chapter 5, 

provides an efficient method for eliminating the effects of Compton 

scatter within the body. In conclusion, the algorithm will be tested 

after the assumptions of isotropic scattering, constant attenuation, and 

a noise-free environment have been removed. 

Results of Scatter Correction 

The 2-D scatter operator derived in Chapter 5 was reduced to a 

more manageable form by making several assumptions. These were 

thoroughly discussed in that chapter. Recall that the equation to solve 

is 

where 

and 

f(r) g(r) - Sf(r) 

Sf(r) = b(r) [f(r) ** K(r)] 

99 

(5.19) 

(5.17) 
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The boundary function b represents the scatter medium boundaries and is 

assumed known. The kernel K was derived in Chapter 5 based on the 

physics of Compton scattering. If the energy window of the detector is 

set to' reject all backscatter, i.e., m = 0 in Eq. (5.14), we have 

ro e-)J r. 1 r 2J zm' I I [ 2] 
K(r) - n'T"1 Ir.I' 1 + 2[1f.Ir] dz. 

Because the kernel of the integral decreases exponentially with z, the 

exact limits, zl and zm, that are taken for the body in the z direction 

have little impact on the value of the integral. The function K, as 

shown in Fig. 6.1, is sharply peaked near the origin and falls off 

rapidly with radius. 

The first step in the analysis of the Compton process is the 

simulation of the data. When Compton scatter is included in the SPECT 

model, the data are given by 

The quantity Sf simulates the effective scatter object. The result of 

this convolution and subsequent boundary cut-off operation, when the 

object given in Fig. 4.1 is taken for f, is shown in Fig. 6.2a and Fig. 

6.2b. The scatter operator produces an overall blur of the activity 

distribution. This function Sf is then added to the original activity f 

and exponentially projected to produce the final data set, A. 



Fig. 6.1. 
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Profile through the center line of the kernel K of the 
radially-symmetric scatter operator. 



a 

b 

Fig. 6.2. The effective scatter object Sf. 

(a) Activity image. 
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(b) Profile through the center line of the activity image. 
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The numerical reconstruction procedure follows directly from the 

analysis presented in Chapter 5. The inverse attenuated Radon transform 

is first applied to A yielding g. This operation is performed using the 

steps outlined in Chapter 4. The resultant g and its profile are shown 

in Fig. 6.3a and 6.3b, respectively. Notice that the activity within the 

three cold spots of this estimate of the object is significantly higher 

than that found in the true object, indicating that an attenuation 

correction alone will not adequately compensate for the blurring effects 

of Compton scatter. 

The iterative correction for scatter 'proceeds in a 

straightforward manner. We have 

g(r) - Sfn- 1(r) 

g(r) b(r) [fn- 1(r) ** K(r)] (6.1) 

The function g is taken as the initial estimate foe The convolution 

theorem of Fourier analysis is employed as in Chapter 4, providing a 

computationally efficient method of implementing the 2-D convolution. 

Again the output of the convolution is multiplied by the boundary 

function and then subtracted from the original estimate f. This 

procedure is repeated until the RMS error (see Eq. (4.3» of the estimate 

of the object and the true object has satisfactorily converged. For the 

scatter operator with a "no-backscatter" energy window, Fig. 6.4a shows 

the profile of the estimate of the object after the first iteration while 

Fig. 6.4b shows the profile of the final converged estimate. Similarly, 

Figs. 6.Sa and 6.Sb show the profiles of the first and last iterations of 



a 

b 

Fig. 6.3. Initial Reconstruction of the object prior to 
scatter correction. 

(a) Activity image. 
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(b) Profile through the center line of the activity 
image. 



a 

b 

Fig. 6.4. Reconstruction of the object using the "no-backscatter" 
scatter operator. 
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(a) Profile through the center line of the activity image 
after one iteration. 

(b) Profile through the center line of the activity image 
after the final iteration. 
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Fig. 6.5. Reconstruction of the object using the "no-energy-window" 
scatter operator. 
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(a) Profile through the center line of the activity image 
after one iteration. 

(b) Profile through the center line of the activity image 
after the final iteration. 
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the procedure when the ··no-energy-window" operator is used. The 

convergence rates, as given by RMSE, for these two operators are plotted 

in Fig. 6.6. As expected, the correction for scatter is completed in 

fewer iterations when the more restrictive energy window is employed. 

Evaluation of the Isotropy Assumption 

The model of SPECT that includes Compton scatter has been 

developed with several assumptions. Most of these assumptions were 

incorporated into the model for the purpose of simplifying the analysis. 

The general Klein-Nishina expression and the full 3-D model could be 

handled by the solution method given above. The isotropic scattering 

assumption, however, is c~ucial if the analysis presented in this work is 

to hold. Notice that if the scattering process is not taken to be 

isotropic, the quantity Sf would be a function of the detector angle ~ 

as well as the spatial variable r. We could denote this more general 

operator by S,' where S,f(r) a fsc(r;,). Eq. (5.18) then becomes 

>-cp, ,) -ai\.{f(r) + S,f(r)} 

"all1{f(r) + fsc(r;,)} • 

But, because of the ,-dependence on the right-hand side of the equation, 

it is now not possible to formally applYalll- 1 to both sides and obtain a 

unique initial estimate g that is independent of the detector location as 

required. Consequently, the iterative reconstruction procedure, without 

the isotropy assumption, will result in an object estimate that is a 

function of • as well. 
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Fig. 6.6. Convergence rates for the "no-energy-window" (m - -1) 
and "no-backscatter" (m - 0) scatter operators. 

. 
J 
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The anisotropy factor A shown in Fig. 5.4, tells us that there is 

some deviation from the optimum situation of perfect isotropic 

scattering in the system. It is, therefore, important to assure that 

the reconstruction algorithm is not critically dependent on this' 

assumption. To demonstrate that this is in fact the case, we simulate 

projection data using the operator S41' This means that no !. priori 

assumption is made concerning the 4l-variation of the effective scatter 

object f sc ' The reconstruction routine is then implemented, as in Eq. 

(6.1), using the averaged scatter operator S. Fig. 6.7a shows the intial . 
estimate for the reconstruction procedure while Fig .. 6.7b shows its 

profile. The result of the scatter correction procedure is shown in Fig. 

6.8. Notice that even in the presence of anisotropic-scatter projection 

data, the isotropic scatter operator successfully eliminates most of the 

scatter blur. Thus we conclude that our convolution scatter-correction 

algorithm is not sensitive to the assumption of isotropic scatter. 

Scatter Correction in the Presence of Nonconstant Attenuation and Noise 

Nonconstant attenuation within the body was shown in Chapter 

Four to produce artifacts when the constant-attenuation form of the 

inverse attenuated Radon transform was used for reconstruction. Hence 

we expect that nonconstant attenuation will result in a further 

degradation of the resultant image when implementing a reconstruction 

routine that includes a scatter correction. This is, in fact, borne out 

by the following simula tion. Projection data that include single-

scattered photons are simulated for the activity distribution of Fig. 4.1 

and the attenuation coefficients of Fig. 4.5. This data set is 



a 

b 

Fig. 6.7. Initial reconstruction, without the isotropic-scattering 
assumption, of the object. 

(a) Activity image. 
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(b) Profile through the center line of the activity image. 



a 

b 

Fig. 6.8. Final estimate, without the isotropic-scattering 
assumption, of the object. 

(a) Activity image. 
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(b) Profile through the center line of the activity image. 
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constructed by using the nonconstant version of the attenuated Radon 

transform, Eq. (2.14), in Eq. (5.18). A "no-backscatter" energy window 

has been used in the scatter operator of these simulations. The data 

are processed by first applying the constant form of the inverse 

attenuated Radon transform to' deduce an initial estimate g of the 

activity distribution. The iterative scatter correction routine then 

follows as described above. The results of this reconstruction are 

shown in Fig. 6.9. Again attenuation artifacts are visible, although the 

effects of scatter have been significantly reduced. 

The effects of Poisson noise in the data are also of interest 

when a scatter correction routine is used. Again we shall add noise, 

characterized by 4 % noise at the peak of the signal, to the projection 

data that includes scattered photons. Reconstruction with the inverse 

attenuated Radon transform and the iterative scatter correction routine 

is then performed. The result in shown in Fig. 6.10. The solution has 

converged after 4 iterations and the RMSE is calculated to be 15.76. 

Thus, because the solution converges rapidly and the RMSE is not greatly 

increased, we conclude from these simulations that the primary source of 

noise propagation in this complete reconstruction algorithm is the 

inverse attenuated Radon transform. The scatter correction procedure, 

because it consists of a blurring procedure that is successively applied, 

does not greatly amplify noise and perhaps even helps to reduce the 

degradation of the image due to Poisson noise. 



a 

b 

Fig. 6.9. Reconstruction including constant-attenuation and scatter 
correction in the presence of nonconstant attenuation. 

(a) Activity image. 

{b) Profile through the center line of the activity image. 
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Fig. 6.10 Reconstruction including attenuation and scatter 
correction in the presence of Poisson noise. 

(a) Activity image. 

(b) Profile through the center line of the activity image. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

This chapter presents ,a review of the analytic and numerical 

studies that have been undertaken in this dissertation. Suggestions for 

further research in the development of an accurate mathematical model 

of SPECT and corresponding reconstruction techniques are then given. 

Summary 

Single-photon emission computed tomography has been shown to be 

a medical imaging technique rich in applied mathematics. A model that 

incorporates exponential attenuation within the body is formulated and 

leads to a mathematical inverse problem. The case of constant 

attenuation has been addressed in this work. The inverse attenuated 

Radon transform, where the attenuation coefficient is a constant, has 

been given in both the frequency and space domains. A new spatial

domain representation of the filter used in the Tretiak-Metz inversion 

formula has been given. We have also given a new proof which shows that 

this form of the inverse attenuated Radon transform provides an exact 

analytic solution to the problem. The attenuated Abel transform, a 

special case of the attenuated Radon transform when the object is 

circularly symmetric, has been presented. Using Fourier transform 

techniques, its inverse has also been d~riv~d. The inverse operator for 

constant attenuation has been studied numerically as well as 

115 
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~alytically. The numerical reconstruction algorithm that is used in our 

ork is easily implemented as well as efficient in terms of computer 

torage and execution time. A standard TCT filtered-backprojection 

outine can be easily adapted to incorporate the attenuation correction 

'I modifying the filter and generalizing the backprojection procedure. 

he simulations have shown that the inversion procedure works well when 

he attenuating medium is fairly constant but that the presence of a 

onhomogenous attenuating medium can lead to artifacts in the activity 

~age. Poisson noise was added to the projection data to examine its 

ffect on the reconstructed images. This noise was found, not 

urprisingly, co produce severe degradation in the image quality as 

leasured by RMSE. 

We have also generalized the SPECT model by incorporating 

ingle-scattered photons. A complete representation of an effective 

catter object was given based on the fundamentals of Compton 

:cattering. This effective object was shown to be the multiplication of 

, function describing the scatter-medium boundary by the output of a 

:onvolution of the original activity distribution with a kernel 

'epresenting the point spread function of the scatter process. The 

Inalysis demanded that we assume that this effective scatter object be 

ndependent of the detector location. A general three-dimensional model 

Jas then completely formulated and shown to lead to a Fredholm integral 

lquation of the second kind. For simplicity of the analytic and 

:omputational study, 'we have also given a two-dimensional form of the 

)roblem. 
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A Neumann series solution of the Fredholm integral equation was 

derived and shown to converge for all finite objects. A numerical 

algorithm for scatter correction is easily determined using the Neumann 

series and the appropriate form of the scatter operator. We have 

numerically implemented this iterative technique and have shown it to 

result in images that are virtually scatter free and thus provide an 

accurate description of the original activity distribution. Near perfect 

convergence was shown to result after only five to ten iterations, but, 

depending on the energy window setting of the detector, one iteration 

might provide sufficient accuracy for many clinical applications. The 

assumption of isotropic scattering assumed in the formulation of the 

scatter operator was shown by simulation to be valid. The scatter 

correction procedure was examined and determined to be fairly 

insensitive to the slight deviation from the assumed perfect isotropy. 

Noise was again added to the system but the scatter-correction portion 

of the reconstruction procedure proved to be robust to these statistical 

fluctuations. 

In summary, the SPECT model was found to compensate well for 

the presence of a homogeneous attenuating medium but to suffer in its 

ability to adequately compensate for an inhomogenous medium. The 

generalized model of SPECT that we have derived, which incorporates 

Compton scatter, was shown to be reasonable even after several 

simplifying assumptions were made. Scatter was effectively eliminated 

from the activity images using the iterative technique developed. Noise 

amplification was found to be a problem in the implementation of the 



inverse attenauted Radon transform while the scatter correction 

technique was found to be insensitive to the noise. 

Future Study 
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The mathematical model, in combination with simulation, is an 

important tool in the development of new and more comprehensive 

reconstruction techniques for medical imaging. The model presented here 

has attempted to incorporate all dominant physical phenomena in the 

SPECT imaging process. However, because of the difficulty of the 

mathematics involved in the inversion of the nonconstant-p attenuated 

Radon transform, we have considered here only the constant attenuation 

model. The numerical simulations bear out the fact that this constant-p 

inversion procedure, although better than nothing, is just not adequate 

for many imaging tasks. An exact analytic solution to the attenuated 

Radon transform with nonconstant attenuation coefficients remains as the 

fundamental missing step in the construction of truly quantitative SPECT 

images. 

One would hope that a solution of the general attenuated Radon 

transform problem would provide a numerical reconstruction algorithm 

that is computationally efficient as well as fairly insensitive to 

statistical fluctuations in the data. A thorough analytic study of the 

noise properties of the constant-p schemes used today and any 

nonconstant-p methods yet to be developed would provide useful 

information to anyone in the position of selecting a reconstruction 

procedure or attempting to refine current procedures. 
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The mathematical model of Compton scatter in SPECT has been 

formulated. Validation of this model requires not only computer-

simulated data but actual SPECT data from phantoms and perhaps even 

patients. Assumptions such as single-scatter data, isotropic scattering 

and the description of the energy window need to be put to the test of a 

live source and a real gamma camera. The full three-dimensional model 

would be required to accurately ,analyze the abi1i1ty of the model to 

describe the scatter process as well as successfully remove the scatter 

from the activity image. An effective method for the numerical 

implementation of a 3-D convolution would then be necessary. A method 

for handling multiple-scattered photons in the data set might also be 

important if the single-scatter approximation was found to be 

inadequate. 

As a final note, we mention that a challenging area of 

investigation would be the application of these attenuation- and scatter

correction methods to other more novel imaging techniques. Coded

aperture tomographic imaging might benefit greatly from the ability to 

compensate for attenuation or remove scatter in the data. A new imaging 

system, with the collimator replaced with pinhole apertures and the 

rotating Anger camera replaced with stationary modular cameras, would 

surely result in an interesting mathematical model and a vast array of 

reconstruction techniques well-suited for the inclusion of attenuation 

and Compton scatter correction. 
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